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Introduction

During the 135th IOC Session held in Lausanne on the 10th of January 2020, Dakar 2022, represented by Mr. Mamadou Diagna NDIAYE, President of the Senegalese National Olympic Committee, IOC Member, and Mr. Ibrahima WADE, General Coordinator of Dakar 2022, presented an update regarding the preparation of Dakar 2022 Youth Olympic Games.

Since that day, and despite the COVID 19 pandemic and its impact on the global economy, Dakar 2022 has achieved major developments in terms of its preparations. This report presents the main activities and developments of Dakar 2022 since the 135th IOC Session, as well as the next steps.
Mobilisation has begun with the Olympic Movement, the world of sport, and youth. Engagement is first and foremost the result of the involvement of the President of the Republic and his personal support. Engagement is also based on partnerships with national and international institutions. Finally, engagement is about the construction and refurbishment programme, which is on track, in accordance with the timelines agreed with the IOC.
Preparations are advancing well, with the official recognition of Dakar 2022 YOGOC and opening of its official headquarters.
I- MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.3- Planning documents finalised and validated


The refurbishment programme of sport infrastructures has been thoroughly planned and includes: moving and reinstallation of impacted persons, construction works management, acquisition and installation of sport equipment, and organisation of test events. The planning also covers other aspects such as technology, energy, broadcasting, and temporary installations in all venues.
The Edition Plan of Dakar 2022 has been validated at the end of June 2020 by the IOC and the YOGOC.

It is composed of three main parts:

1-Strategy and promotion
2-Planning
3-Resources
2.1- Strategy and Promotion

**DAKAR 2022, the spirit of « Teranga »**

The average age in Senegal is 18 years old. Therefore, Dakar 2022 considers young people as the first actors of the economic, cultural and social transformation that will result from the YOG 2022. All of this is in coherence with the values of peace, tolerance, unity, inclusion, human respect and environmental durability. The youth will contribute to the successful organisation of the event, and contribute to their sense of accomplishment and self-confidence.

**VISION**

« Dakar 2022, youth and sport united to contribute to the transformation of Senegal, and a source of inspiration for Africa »
The D-1000 countdown was launched on the 26 January 2020 in Dakar. This great and festive event has been a good opportunity to gain the support of the Senegalese population, particularly the youth, the athletes, the artists, the cultural stakeholders etc. This momentum of popular mobilisation will be maintained until October 2022 as a way of ensuring adhesion and participation of all in this beautiful world youth celebration.
The YOGOC teams have worked closely with IOC counterparts, especially OBS and OCS on media operations, broadcasting, global and digital communication, producing an action plan across 3 periods: before, during and after YOG 2022.
The Dakar 2022 YOG will take place across three urban zones, which are interconnected by both a road network and a rail network: Dakar, the capital of Senegal; Diamniadio, the new urban hub; Saly, the seaside tourist resort.

Several training sites have been identified, and final decisions will be made in conjunction with the International Federations, prioritising the sites closest to the Youth Olympic Village.
2.2.1. THE FESTIVAL SITES

Five (5) sites will host sporting events:

- Complexe Iba Mar Diop for Athletics (track and field), Rugby Sevens, Sport Climbing, Archery, and Boxing.
- Complexe Tour de l’Œuf for Swimming, Diving, Hockey5s, BMX Freestyle, Skateboarding, Breaking, 3x3 Basketball and Baseball5.
- Caserne Samba Diery Diallo for Equestrian.
- L’Arène Nationale de Lutte for Futsal and Beach Wrestling.
- Plage Vivier Almadies for Surfing.

A joint committee (YOGOC, Ageroute, IOC and AFD) monitors the refurbishment works on the first three sites with a view to assure their timely delivery. AFD has already provided advance funding for the project, which is being used to conduct preliminary studies and evaluate the budget. According to the provisional schedule of works, delivery of the sites is expected in June/July 2022, i.e. 4 to 5 months before the start of the YOG.
The primary festival sites that have been selected in Diamniadio (Dakar Arena, Dakar Expo Centre, CICAD) are modern, existing facilities that meet international standards for the organisation of events on the scale of the YOG. The Diamniadio Tennis Academy, a project led by the Senegalese Tennis Federation, has been selected to host the Tennis events.
The water and beach sport events will be held in Saly, where temporary facilities with all necessary functionality will be put in place on Saly Beach East and Saly Beach West. Golf will be held at Golf de Saly, which will be equipped as required to host the event.
Construction of the Amadou Mahtar Mbow University, which will house the Youth Olympic Village, is underway and is being closely monitored by the YOGOC and IOC.

The Youth Olympic Village will be laid out in a harmonious and integrated way, allowing a pleasant and memorable stay for the athletes.

The Youth Olympic Village will contain 5,000 beds, a Village Square, a Welcome Centre, a 1,000-seat Dining Hall, a Medical Clinic, Operational Areas, a Fitness Centre, etc.
While applying the principles of Agenda 2020 and the New Norm, the originality of the Dakar 2022 YOG model, beyond the logic of co-creation, is based on strong partnerships between the Dakar 2022 YOCOG and national actors in terms of their involvement in the delivery of various Games services. To this end, several partnerships have been concluded between the YOCOG and governmental entities, based on a model Framework Partnership Agreement created with the input of the IOC Legal department.

With the Ministry of Urban Development, Housing and Public Hygiene for projects related to urban cleaning.

With the Autonomous Port of Dakar, for the logistical and port facilities necessary for the preparation of the Games.
The Boxing Road to Tokyo African Qualifying Event in February 2020 provided the OCOG with a first experience of the operations and services to be deployed as part of a world-class sporting event.
The Dakar 2022 project has forged strong partnerships with Paris 2024, Beijing 2022, the Agence Française de Développement. Other partnerships are also being discussed with the African Union, the European Union, UNESCO, ECOWAS, etc., not to mention those already concluded or to be concluded with the NOCs and constituents of the Olympic Movement. These multifaceted partnerships will be of great help in organising a memorable Games.
3. Resources

3.1. HUMAN RESOURCES

YOGOC KEY STAFF IS IN PLACE, WITH DEPARTMENTS AND SPECIALISED PROFILES

PRÉSIDENT
Mamadou Diagna NDIAYE

COORDONNATEUR GÉNÉRAL
Ibrahima WADE

ADJOINT COORDONNATEUR GÉNÉRAL
Babacar WADE

PMO
Cécile FAYE

SERVICE JURIDIQUE
- Agence Judiciaire de l’Etat
- Pool de juristes

SUIVI ET INFRASTRUCTURES
Abdou DIAW

RELATIONS AVEC LES CNOS
Seydina O. DIAGNE

TECHNOLOGIE
Oumar B. K. DIOP

LOGISTIQUE
Bernard Moïse KANE

ENGAGEMENT JEUNESSE LOCALE
Fanta DIALLO

COMMUNICATION
Bocar Alpha KANE

DROITS HUMAINS
Moustapha KA

NETTOIEMENT ET GESTION DES DÉCHETS
Ibrahima DIAGNE

TRANSPORT
A pourvoir

RESTAURATION
A pourvoir

MARKETING
A pourvoir

ÉNERGIE
A pourvoir
3. Resources

3.2 Budget

The operational budget for the delivery of the YOG 2022 has been subject to detailed analysis by the YOGOC and the IOC, based on the following principles:

➢ Control resources (IOC contribution, Government contribution, contribution from other identified partners) with the objective of effective mobilisation;
➢ Contain expenses within established limits, ensuring cost control;
➢ Identify international and national partnerships to cover certain expenses (non-YOGOC budget);
➢ Establish a matrix of opportunities and risks, ensure close monitoring with the aim to avoid any deviation in expenses and delay in mobilising resources.

The arrangements have already been made for timely mobilization of the expected contribution from the various Senegalese stakeholders.
III. NEXT STEPS

1. September 2020, finalisation of:
   - Meetings between YOGOC, IOC, and International Federations to confirm operational aspects.
   - Elaboration of the global communications plan with the IOC team, using IOC platforms for digital communication.
   - Launch of the Dakar 2022 marketing plan with commercial packaging.
   - Closure of the operational budget and the launch of procurement and purchasing procedures.

2. Transition from September to December 2020, from the co-creation phase to the operational planning phase with:
   - Next Coordination Commission in October 2020.
   - Close supervision of the sport site refurbishments and the Olympic Village construction.
   - Meeting of YOGOC governance bodies.
   - Launch of the detailed planning for operations and services.
   - Launch of the first tenders process and recruitment of additional staff.
Conclusion

Despite the health crisis, the Dakar 2022 YOGOC and the IOC remain mobilised:

➢ to complete the construction phase of the project,
➢ to ensure that deadlines are met,
➢ to meet all stakeholders expectations.

In a post-pandemic context, the preparation of the Dakar 2022 Youth Olympic Games offers Senegal a tremendous opportunity to revitalise its economy. This outlook is already generating great interest and enthusiasm across the country.